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 What you share within the context of 
the conversation is confidential and 
respected.

 Use “I” statements.  Do not speak for 
another or for an entire group.

 Listen with empathy; resist the desire 
to interrupt.

 When emotions are triggered, breathe 
and take note about what is coming up 
for you.

 Embrace discomfort and non-closure.



1. Be able to recognize bias 
and racial coding 

2. Improve skills to 
proactively communicate 
to challenge bias and 
racial coding

3. Set a personal objective 





 Frame: a lens or worldview through which people see an 
issue or problem.  Frames can be intentionally or 
unintentionally constructed.  

 Narrative: specific stories used to convey or reinforce a 
given frame.

 Message: the takeaway from frames and narratives that 
points to a specific action needed

Race Forward: Moving the Race Conversation Forward 
https://www.raceforward.org/research/reports/moving-race-conversation-forward

https://www.raceforward.org/research/reports/moving-race-conversation-forward


Networks of association that shape how we think, not just 
what we think 

 People reject facts that don’t fit their frames

 People carry multiple frames that are sometimes linked and 
sometimes contradictory. 

 Framing is a long-term project because people need to 
receive it in multiple forms and overtime to shift



 “Law & order” vs. Human 
dignity

 Personal vs. Government 
responsibility

 Individual vs. Public health

 “Right choices” vs. 
Environment





Message

Cut portions Make better choices
Take responsibility for 

your/your family’s health

Narrative

Poor parenting leads to obese children

Frame

Right choices, personal responsibility



By Eduardo Bonilla Silva

1. Racism and racial inequality are things of the past 
“All Lives Matter”

2. Disparities caused by culture/behavior  
“Poor Black and Latino youth don’t do well in school because 
their families don’t value education”

3. Disparities inevitable and/or natural 
“Some group has to be at the bottom” or "Self-Segregation"

4. Programs helping people of color are unfair to Whites 
a.k.a. reverse discrimination

People often jump between these frames, and so challenging their 

frame requires attacking all four



http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/defining-racism-in-america-468866627999

http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/defining-racism-in-america-468866627999


Inner City

Cut Taxes

Ghetto

Urban

Law and Order

Welfare 

Food Stamps

Illegal

Culture

States’ rights

The Good Old Days

"This sort of coded speech 
operates on two levels…  
It triggers racial anxiety 
and it allows plausible 
deniability by crafting 
language that lets the 
speaker deny that he's 
even thinking about race.“

– Ian Haney Lopez, 
Author of Dog Whistle 
Politics



Understanding Implicit Bias. Kirwan Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnicity, 2014. Web. October 14, 2014. 

David O. Sears and P. J. Henry, “The Origins of Symbolic Racism”, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 85, no. 2 (2003): 259-275. 

Implicit 
Bias:

Unconscious 
bias developed 

through 
networks of 

association on 
race

Symbolic 
Racism: 
The use of 
images, code 
words, and 
metaphors that 
implicitly signal 
race

Using 
symbols to  

trigger  
unconscious 

racism







From “Making the Case for Government” by Anika Fassia, Public Works, 11-18-15 







Government is not for me but 
for “them”

 often racialized

 framed as “takers”

 reinforces bias and 
stereotypes

 feeds scarcity mentality and 
“nanny state” narrative



Stark racial and 
generational 
differences









Reflection:

Think about an experience where 
you noticed racism or bias and 
resisted responding.  Why?  





1. Start with the heart

2. Explain why we are all in this together

3. Explain why we have the problem

4. Take on race directly

5. Reframe winners and losers

6. End with heart and a solution



“Every child should have access to 
immunizations, but too many families 
in our community are not bringing our 
children in to our clinics. This is why 
we are proposing a new agency rule 
requiring more clinic hours.”  



“The health of the whole community is 
protected when we assure that our 
children are immunized. One way we 
do this is through our public health 
agencies that provide free and low 
cost immunizations for all children. 
We need extended clinic hours to 
keep up with growing demands.” 



 Small groups

 Share your scenario

 Decide whether and how to respond



 Power dynamics

 Existing relationship and trust

 End goal: what do you want to  accomplish?

 Cost/benefit analysis





Start off the dialogue by mentioning phrases and images 
that speaks to audience’s values. The key is to hook and 
engage your audience.

1.Start with the heart
2.Explain why we are all in this together

Center for Social Inclusion: Talking About Race Toolkit
http://www.centerforsocialinclusion.org/communications/talking-about-race-toolkit/

http://www.centerforsocialinclusion.org/communications/talking-about-race-toolkit/


Center for Social Inclusion: Talking About Race Toolkit
http://www.centerforsocialinclusion.org/communications/talking-about-race-toolkit/

Lead the audience into the discussion of race with a brief 
snapshot of the historical context. The key is to open 
audience’s minds to deeper explanations about racial 
inequities.

3.Explain why we have the problem
4.Take on race directly

http://www.centerforsocialinclusion.org/communications/talking-about-race-toolkit/


Leave the audience with an engaging solution. The key is to 
present a solution so that the audience feels committed and 
feel as though they are progressing forward.

5.Reframe “makers” and “takers”
6.End with heart and solution

Center for Social Inclusion: Talking About Race Toolkit
http://www.centerforsocialinclusion.org/communications/talking-about-race-toolkit/

http://www.centerforsocialinclusion.org/communications/talking-about-race-toolkit/




Was it easier or more difficult than expected?

Any surprises?

How can you continue developing your 
communication skills?


